
 

EUROLITE LED SCP-56 red, alu, 10mm
PRO PAR-56 spotlight as LED model

Art. No.: 51915202
GTIN: 4026397371369

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397371369

Weight: 1,40 kg

Length: 0.21 m

Width: 0.21 m

Heigth: 0.32 m

Description:

Illuminating can be so easy!
Why make it complicated when it can be simple? A justified question which applies to the
illumination industry as well. After all it is not always appropriate to use the most complicated
moving heads, having huge effect batteries at their disposal. When it is about illuminating public
places, entrance or bar areas in clubs or stages with static light, a simple, reliable spot is often
completely adequate. Our new EUROLITE LED SCP-56 is such a one. It is equipped with 102
LEDs with 10mm of diameter. The SCP is available in three different LED colors (red, green,
blue) and in two different housing colors (black, alu). One essential benefit of the Single Color
PARs lies in its dead easy handling. No DMX - simply plug in the connector and the LEDs light
the desired area. It couldn't get any easier.

Features:

- Effect lighting in public places, main halls, stages, lounges and exibitions 
- LEDs available in 3 colors (red, or green, or blue)
- Available in alu or in black housing
- Locking possibility at the mounting bracket
- Illuminants: 102 10 mm LEDs
- Beam angle 25°
- Ready for connection with power cord and safety-plug
- Advantages of LED technology: long life of the LEDs, low power consumption, minimal heat

emission, defacto maintenance free with brilliant light radiation

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn51915202.html


Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 30,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 26 cm

 Depth: 24,5 cm

 Height: 30 cm

Number of 10 mm LEDs: 102

Beam angle: 25° 

Dimensions: 260 x 245 x 300 mm

Weight: 1 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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